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Narrow Spacer Fabric -100mm
  

  
Product code: KBT12860
Selected Colour: White
Width: 100mm
Price: £1.99/mtr

Available Colours:

White

  

Description:

Looking for a versatile and practical solution to protect your long length products? Our Pre-slit Spacer
Fabric is the answer you've been searching for. With a width of 100mm and a thickness of 3mm, this pre-
slit fabric is perfect for creating narrow bands of protection.

Fabric Width: 100mm
Thickness: 3mm

The Pre-slit Spacer Fabric is specifically designed to provide optimal protection for long length products. Its
narrow width allows for easy wrapping and securing, ensuring that your items are shielded from damage
during transportation or storage.

Constructed with a lightweight microfilament yarn, our Spacer Fabric features a unique sandwiched
design. This design creates a breathable layer, allowing heat and vapor to pass through while maintaining
a protective barrier. This ensures that your items are well-ventilated and protected from moisture build-
up, preserving their quality and integrity.
The cushioning effect of the Spacer Fabric makes it an excellent choice for a wide range of applications.
Whether you need cushioning for delicate items, require a breathable fabric for health applications, or
seek optimal comfort in sports clothing, our Pre-slit Spacer Fabric delivers on all fronts.

In addition to its protective qualities, this versatile fabric is also well-suited for various accessories and
cases. It works seamlessly in bags, suitcases, laptop carry cases, and offers reliable protection for other
electronic devices. Its flexibility and ease of use make it a practical choice for a wide range of industries
and applications.



Invest in the superior quality and functionality of our Pre-slit Spacer Fabric. With its precise pre-slit design,
lightweight construction, and excellent breathability, this fabric provides the ideal solution for creating
narrow bands of protection. Whether you're in need of cushioning, health applications, sports clothing, or
protection for electronic devices, our Spacer Fabric is the perfect choice. Order now and experience the
versatility and reliability of our Pre-slit Spacer Fabric for yourself.
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